Entry requirements

- Holding a school-leaving certificate or similar qualification which qualifies for admission to university
- Fulfillment of the legal requirements for the appointment as a civil service
- Maximum recruitment age: 33 years
- Be personally and professionally qualified, physically fit and healthy

Application

The application documents for reading and downloading are available on the internet at: www.fh-guestrow.de and www.polizei.mvnet.de. Please note that only completed application documents are processed.

Selection procedure

- dictation
- cognitive ability test
- physical fitness test
- medical check up
- group discussion
- interview

Study course

„Polizeivollzugsdienst“
Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
Occupational profile

As a police officer, male and female, you are in public life day by day. You are close to the action and you make an important contribution to a harmonious coexistence according to the rules of law. Interesting and not always harmless areas of responsibility require your personal efforts and commitment. You act for the good of our society, your relatives, friends and acquaintances as well as all citizens of our country. On the one hand, it is great responsibility, on the other hand, an exciting challenge.

If you decide to apply for this job we will expect from you: teamwork, communication skills, neutrality, physical and psychological resilience. Again and again you will be faced with new operations with changing situations and demands; operations which you will cope with by working cooperatively and collaboratively. Police work means teamwork. Everyone must be able to rely on the others, not only in dangerous situations but also in everyday life.

Course of study

You are recruited in the preparatory service of career group 2 – subject area police service – and you are appointed as civil service on recall. The Bachelor's degree course is the basis for direct entrants, male and female, to the police service of this career group.

Study contents

The official title of the male and female civil servants on recall is “Polizeikommissaranwärter/-in”, and at present they get a trainee's salary amounting to more than 1.250 € per month.

The three-year study has a modular structure. Theoretical study sections and internships alternate.

We put emphasis on a useful and balanced mixture of different teaching and learning methods so that you are able to acquire the necessary competencies. During the whole interdisciplinary study professional qualified and experienced teaching staff provides assistance and advice.

In the modules different subjects such as criminalistics, criminal law and traffic law are taught in cross-departmental lessons. At the end of each module there is a module examination.

Subjects like PE, action tactics, Polizeidienstkunde (this is practical police service) as well as weapons training and marksmanship belong to the practical police trainings which run parallel to the theoretical study sections extending over a period of three years.

During the 3rd year of study you are writing the bachelor thesis which you will have to defend at the end of the last study section. The course of study ends with an oral examination.

Professional opportunities/career

Your first assignment is in the State Police Office of the Standby Police M-V or another police department. You can decide on your professional career in the State Police Service M-V due to your personal achievements. If required and in the event of personal suitability you have the opportunity to change the branch of the service resp. to qualify for career group 2, 2nd entry-level position via the master degree course.